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Unification in Coq

Unification is a crucial tool:

I Type-checking/refinement.
Definition c : A := t. ⇒ unify the infered type T of t
with A.

I Tactic applications.
On goal Γ ` A, apply (lemma : forall x1 .. xn, T)

unifies T [?x1...?xn] with A.

Currently two slightly different unification algorithms are used, one
for each case, with different notions of metavariables. . .
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Unification in Coq

I Not documented, not verified, but its results directly impact
users (esp. tactic writers and library developers).

I Higher-order (pattern-unification + postponing + heuristics)

I Dependent on reductions: β, ι and δ

I Uses a backtracking first-order unification rule for fast
success: f u1 . . . un ≈ f v1 . . . vn  −−−−→ui ≈ vi

I Includes canonical structure resolution, an overloading
mechanism relying on the precise behavior of the algorithm.

I Untyped: does not rely on the types of terms at hands, which
might even not be directly convertible.

I Unsuitable for automation.
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Ideally

Document and verify a predictable, efficient unification algorithm
to be used both for type-checking and inside tactics.

Applications:

I Tactic programming: eauto, new tactic engine with
existential variables.

I Programming type inference, e.g. How To Make Ad-Hoc
Proof Automation Less Ad-Hoc (Gonthier et al, JFP’13).
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The term language of Coq

where

eq pair (A B : eqType) (u v : sort A ⇥ sort B) :=

equal A (⇡1 u) (⇡1 v) && equal B (⇡2 u) (⇡2 v)

Declaring both eqType bool and eqType pair now as canon-
ical instances—using COQ’s Canonical keyword—will have the
following effect: whenever the elaboration mechanism is asked to
elaborate a term like equal (b1, b2) (c1, c2), where b1, b2, c1 and
c2 are of type bool, it will generate a unification problem matching
the expected and inferred type of the second argument of equal,
that is,

sort ?e ⇡ bool ⇥ bool

for some meta-variable ?e elaborated from the hole ( ).
In the equation above, COQ’s unification will try to solve this

problem using the canonical instance eqType pair, resulting in two
new unification subproblems, for fresh meta-variables ?A and ?B:

sort ?A ⇡ bool sort ?B ⇡ bool

Next, it will choose ?A := eqType bool and ?B := eqType bool,
with the final result that equal ?e (b1, b2) (c1, c2) reduces to
eq bool b1 c1 && eq bool b2 c2, as one would expect.

In this manner, canonical instances can be used for overloading,
similar to the way type classes are used in Haskell [23]2. We can de-
clare a number of canonical eqType instances, for various primitive
types, as well as generic instances for type constructors (like the
pair example above). Then we can uniformly write equal t u, and
unification will compute the canonical implementation of equality
at the type of t and u by solving for equal’s argument e.

Polymorphic universes and subtyping: Unification in CIC is not
a simple equational theory, in the sense that it must deal with the
subtyping relation generated by the cumulative universe hierarchy
(Type(i)  Type(j) () i  j). To our knowledge, we present
the first algorithm dealing with this relation properly. In COQ,
previous algorithms relied on the kernel to check the proper use
of universes, resulting in particular in non-local error reporting and
the inability to backtrack on these errors, which becomes crucial in
presence of universe polymorphism and first-order approximation.

3. The Language: CIC with Open Terms
Before presenting the algorithm, we need to present the base lan-
guage of COQ, the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) [22,
chap. 4]. It is a dependently typed �-calculus extended with induc-
tive types. It also includes co-inductive types, but their formulation
is not important for this work, so it will be omitted.

The terms (and types) of the language are defined as

t, u, T, U = x | c[`] | i[`] | k[`] | s | ?x[�]

| 8x : T. U | �x : T. t | t u | let x := t : T in u

| matchT t with c1 x1 ) t1 | . . . | cn xn ) tn end

| fixj {x1/n1 : T1 := t1; . . . ; xm/nm : Tm := tm}
� = t

`, 2 L [ 0�

s = Type((+1)?
+
)

Terms include variables x 2 V , constants c 2 C, inductive
type constructors i 2 I and constructors k 2 K, these last
three being applied to universe instances ` built from universe
levels ` 2 L [ 0�, and sorts s representing algebraic universes.
Algebraic universes represent least upper bounds of a (non-empty)

2 It is worth noting that COQ also provides a built-in type class mechanism,
but this feature is independent of CSs, and orthogonal to unification.

set of levels or successors of levels. They are used notably to
sort products, e.g. 8A : Type(i), Type(j) : Type(i+1, j). The
impredicative sort Prop, the type of propositions, is represented as
Type(0�). Terms may contain a hole, representing a missing piece
of the term (or proof). Holes are represented with meta-variables,
a variable prepended with a question mark, as in ?x. For reasons
that will become apparent soon, meta-variables are applied to a
suspended substitution [�], which is nothing more than a list of
terms.

In order to destruct an element of an inductive type, CIC pro-
vides regular pattern matching and mutually recursive fixpoints.
Their notation is slightly different from, but easily related to, the
actual notation from COQ. match is annotated with the return pred-
icate T , meaning that the type of the whole match expression may
depend on the element being pattern matched (as . . . in . . . in stan-
dard COQ notation). In the fix expression, x/n : T := t means
that T is a type starting with at least n product types, and the n-th
variable is the decreasing one in t (struct in COQ notation). The
subscript j of fix selects the j-th function as the main entry point
of the mutually recursive fixpoints.

In order to typecheck and reduce terms, COQ uses several con-
texts, each handling different types of knowledge:

1. Universe contexts � declaring universe level names and associ-
ated constraints ((in-)equalities on levels);

2. Local contexts �, including bound variables and let-bound ex-
pressions;

3. Meta-contexts ⌃, containing meta-variable declarations and
definitions; and

4. A global environment E, containing the global knowledge; that
is, axioms, theorems, and inductive definitions, along with a
global universe context that can be incrementally enriched.

Formally, they are defined as follows:

� = ` ✏ C C = · | C ^ ` O `0 where O 2 {=,, <}
�, = · | x : T,� | x := t : T,�

⌃ = · | ?x : T [ ],⌃ | ?x := t : T [ ],⌃

E = · | c[�] : T, E | c[�] := t : T, E | I, E | �, E

I = 8�,�. { i : 8y : Th. s := {k1 : U1; . . . ; kn : Un} }
The local context is standard, and requires no further explanation.
Meta-variables have contextual types, meaning that the type T of
a meta-variable must have all of its free variables bound within
the local context  . In this work we borrow the notation T [ ]
from Contextual Modal Type Theory [15]. A meta-variable can be
instantiated with a term t, noted ?x := t : T [ ]. In this case, t
should also contain only free variables occurring in  .

The global environment associates a constant c with a local uni-
verse context (usually omitted), a type and, optionally, a definition.
In the first case, c is an axiom, while in the second c is a theorem
proved by term t. Additionally, this environment may also contain
(mutually recursive) inductive types and global universe and con-
straint declarations.

A set of mutually recursive inductive types I is prepended with
a universe context � and list of parameters �. Every inductive type
i defined in the set has sort s, with parameters y : Th. It has a
possibly empty list of constructors k1, . . . , kn. For every j, each
type Uj of constructor kj has shape 8z : U 0. i t1 . . . th.

Inductive definitions are restricted to avoid circularity, meaning
that every type constructor i can only appear in a strictly positive
position in the type of every constructor. For the purpose of this
work, understanding this restriction is not crucial, and we refer
the interested reader to [22, chap. 4]. Additionally, fixpoints on
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Reduction

inductive types must pass the guard condition (ibid., §4.5.5) to be
accepted by the kernel, a syntactic criterion ensuring termination,
we will come back to this point in §4.7. It is interesting to note
that a Structure, like the one shown in the previous section, is
syntactic sugar for an inductive type with only one constructor, and
with projections generated for each argument of the constructor.

3.1 Meta-Variables and Contextual Types
At a high-level, meta-variables are holes in a term, which are ex-
pected to be filled out at a later point in time. For instance, when a
lemma is applied to solve some goal, COQ internally creates fresh
meta-variables for all the formal parameters of the lemma, and pro-
ceeds to unify the goal with the conclusion of the lemma. During
unification, meta-variables are instantiated so that both terms (the
goal and the conclusion of the lemma) become convertible (equal
modulo reduction rules, see §3.2).

In the simple examples shown so far, contextual types played no
role but, as we are going to see in the next example, they prevent
illegal instantiations of meta-variables. For instance, such illegal
instantiations could potentially happen if the same meta-variable
occurs at different locations in a term, with different variables in
the scope of each occurrence. Suppose, for example, that we define
a function f as follows:

f := �w : nat. ( : nat)

where the hole ( ) is an indication to COQ’s elaboration mechanism
to “fill in this hole with a meta-variable”. The accessory typing
annotation provides the expected type for the meta-variable. When
this function is elaborated, it will become �w : nat. ?v[w] for
some fresh meta-variable ?v : nat[w : nat]. The contextual type of
?v specifies that ?v may only be instantiated by a term with at most
a single free variable w of type nat, and the suspended substitution
[w] specifies how to transform such a term into one that is well-
typed under the current context. The substitution is the identity at
first, because the current context and the context under which ?v
was created are identical.

Now suppose that we define:

g := �x y : nat. f x h := �z : nat. f z

and then at some point we attempt to solve the following unification
problem:

g ⇡ �x y : nat. x (1)

Should this unification succeed, and if so, what should ?v be instan-
tiated with? First, to solve the unification goal, COQ will attempt to
unify f x ⇡ x, and then, after �-reducing f x, to unify ?v[x] ⇡ x.
This is where the contextual type of ?v comes into play. If we did
not have the contextual type (and suspended substitution) for ?v,
it would seem that the only solution for ?v is x, but that solution
would not make any sense at the point where ?v appears in h, since
x is not in scope there. Given the contextual information, however,
COQ will correctly realize that ?v should be instantiated with w,
not x. Under that instantiation, g will normalize to �x y : nat. x,
and h will normalize to �z : nat. z.

The suspended substitution and the contextual type are the tools
that the unification algorithm uses to know how to instantiate the
meta-variable. The decision to solve ?v[x] ⇡ x by instantiating
?v : nat[w : nat] with w is due to the problem falling in the pattern
unification subset [14]. When COQ faces a problem of the form

?u[y1, . . . , yn] ⇡ e

where the y1, . . . , yn are all distinct variables, then the most gen-
eral solution to the problem is to invert the substitution and apply it
on the right-hand side of the equation, in other words instantiating
?u with e{x1/y1, . . . , xn/yn}, where x1, . . . , xn are the variables

(�x : T. t) u  � t{u/x} let x := u : T in t  ⇣ t{u/x}

(x := t : T ) 2 �
x  �� t

?x := t : T [ ] 2 ⌃
?x[�]  �⌃ t{�/b }

(c[` ✏ C] := t : T ) 2 E

c[]  �E t[/`]

matchT kj [] t with k x ) u end  ◆ uj{t/xj}

F = x/n : T := t an = kj [] t

fixj {F} a  ◆ tj{fixm {F}/xm} a

Figure 2. Reduction rules in CIC.

in the local context of ?u (and assuming the free variables of e are
in {y1, . . . , yn}).

In the example above, at the point where COQ tries to unify
?u[x] ⇡ x, the solution (through inversion) is to instantiate ?u
with x{w/x}, that is, w.

3.2 Semantics
Reduction of CIC terms is performed through a set of rules listed
in Figure 2. Besides the standard � rule, CIC provides six more
rules to destruct the different term constructions: the ⇣ rule, which
expands let-definitions, three � rules, which expand definitions
from each of the contexts, and two ◆ rules, which evaluate pattern
matchings and fixpoints.

Most of the rules are self explanatory, with the sole exception
of the �⌃ rule. It takes a meta-variable ?x, applied to suspended
substitution �, and replaces it by its definition t, replacing each
variable from its local context  by the corresponding term from
substitution �. For this we use the multi-substitution of terms,
mapping the variables coming from the domain of  with terms
in �. To obtain the domain of  , we use the type-eraser functionb·,
defined as:

\x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn = x1, . . . , xn

The unfolding rules (��, �⌃, �E), of course, depend on the
contexts. As customary, we will always consider the environment
E implicit. We will also omit � and ⌃ when there is no room for
ambiguity.

Conversion (⌘) is defined as the congruent closure of these
reduction rules, plus ⌘-conversion: u ⌘ �x : T.u x iff x /2 FV(u).

4. The Algorithm
We proceed to describe our proposal in the following pages, em-
phasizing every non-standard design decision. We emphasize that
this is not a faithful description of the current unification algo-
rithm in COQ, but a new one that is close enough. In particular,
we purposely left out a technique known as constraint postpone-
ment (§4.6), as well as other heuristics hard to grasp. At the same
time, we introduced our own set of heuristics.

The unification judgment is of the form:

�;⌃;� ` t1 ⇡R t2 B �0,⌃0

It unifies terms t1 and t2, given a universe context �, meta-context
⌃ and a local context �. There is an implicit global environment E.
The universe context carries additional information for each uni-
verse variable introduced: they are either flexible (`f) or rigid (`r).
This information is used when unifying two instances of the same
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Unification

Judgment: Σ; Γ ` t1 ≈ t2 B Σ′

Example rule:

Σ; Γ ` t ≈ t′ B Σ′

Σ; Γ ` ?u[ξ] t ≈ ?u[ξ] t′ B Σ′ Meta-Same-Same
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Type dependency and postponment

Check (exist : ∀ (A : Type) (P : A → Prop) (x : A) (p : P x),
{ x : A | P x}).

Definition f : { x : nat | x ≤ x } :=
@exist 0 (le n 0).

Uses constraint postponment to delay the instanciation of ?P.
Solves ?P 0 = 0 ≤ 0 ∧ ?P = λ x , x ≤ x .
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Type dependency and postponment II

This has unpredictable behavior:

I Non-local effect: hard to reason about, error locations hard to
guess

I Source of exponential complexity in presence of backtracking.

⇒ Switch to a best-effort local type inference based on
bidirectional type-checking, without postponment.

In this example, this would set ?P = λ x , x ≤ x before
typechecking the arguments.
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First-Order unification

Σ0; Γ ` u ≈ u′ B Σ1

Σ0; Γ ` t u ≈ t u′ B Σ1
App-FO

I Applies even when t is an unfoldable constant: lose most
general unifiers, but fast success in general and gives
“natural” unifiers.

I Requires backtracking when the argument unification fails ⇒
the reduced terms might be unifiable (slow failures if
repeateadly applied).

I Complicated by universe polymorphism.
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First-Order unification

Solutions:

I Parameterize by a set of constants on which the rule applies
without backtracking, e.g. abbreviations only (Pfenning and
Schürmann, TYPES’98). Does not play well with reduction.

I Experiment with caching mechanisms to be less penalized by
failures.
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Canonical Structure Resolution

Overloading mechanism based on records.

Structure monoid :=
{ carrier : Set;

unit : carrier;
mult : carrier → carrier → carrier;
mult unit left : ∀ x , mult unit x = x
}.

Canonical Structure nat monoid :=
{ carrier := nat;

unit := 0;
mult := plus;
mult unit left := fun x ⇒ eq refl }.
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Structure resolution

Check (mult :
∀ m : monoid, carrier m → carrier m → carrier m).

Lemma on nat monoid (n : nat) : mult 0 n = n.
Proof.
change (mult nat monoid 0 n = n).
apply mult unit left.

Qed.

The unification solved the problem carrier ?m = nat by
instantiating ?m with nat monoid.
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Canonical Structures

I Relies on unfolding behavior (step-by-step unfolding of
constants)

I Hard to reason about if constraints can be postponed.
I Powerful mechanism to program type inference (Ziliani et al,

ICFP’11).
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The new algorithm

A pencil and paper presentation (3 pages of rules plus pruning)
and an implementation.

I No constraint postponment
I Clean definition of pruning and higher-order pattern

unification.
I Sound: (weakly) type-safe (mechanical proof in progress).
I Not complete: an algorithmic presentation.
I Three heuristics: unfolding oracle, first-order approximation

and deletion of dependencies.
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Rules I/III

constant to avoid forcing universe constraints that would not ap-
pear if the bodies of the instantiations were unified instead, respect-
ing transparency of the constants. Flexible variables are generated
when taking a fresh instance of a polymorphic constant, inductive
or constructor during refinement, while rigid ones correspond to
user-specified levels or Type annotations. The relation R (⌘ or )
indicates if were are trying to derive conversion of the two terms or
cumulativity, the subtyping relation on universes. The rules decom-
posing constructions switch to conversion in their premises except
for sorts and dependent function spaces, otherwise the relation is
preserved when reducing one side or the other. The algorithm re-
turns a new universe context �0 and meta-context ⌃0, which are
extensions of � and ⌃, respectively, perhaps with new universes
constraints in �0, and new meta-variables or instantiations of exist-
ing meta-variables in ⌃. The algorithm ensures that terms t1 and
t2 are convertible (or in the cumulativity relation) in the returned
contexts.

In the presentation of the algorithm we will often omit the uni-
verse context �, since it is, in most of the cases, simply threaded
along. The unification algorithm is quite involved, so to help read-
ability we split the rules across four different subsections. Roughly,
in §4.1 we consider the case when the two terms being unified have
no arguments, and share the same head constructor; in §4.2 we con-
sider terms having arguments; in §4.3 we consider meta-variable
unification; and in §4.4 we consider canonical structures resolu-
tion. The algorithm’s strategy, which backtracks in some particular
cases, cannot be understood by the ordering of the rules, so we de-
vote §4.5 to explain in detail the algorithm’s strategy. In §4.6 we
explain the technique of constraint postponement, and the reason
for its omission in our algorithm. Finally, in §4.7 we comment on
the correctness of the algorithm.

4.1 Same Constructor
Figure 3 shows the rules that apply when both terms share the
same head constructor. We need to distinguish this set of rules from
the other rules in the algorithm, so we annotate them with a 0 as
subscript of the turnstile (`0). The reasons will become evident
when we look at the rules in the next subsection.

The rule TYPE-SAME unifies two sorts, according to the relation
R. By invariant, we know that the right-hand side universe can only
be a single level while the l.h.s. can be the least upper bound of a set
of universe levels or successors iff the relation is cumulativity, and
any such  constraints can be translated to a set of  or < atomic
constraints (see [21] for details). For abstractions (LAM-SAME) and
products (PROD-SAME), we first unify the types of the arguments,
and then the body of the binder, with the local context extended
with the bound variable. (The universe context is omitted, as in
some of the following rules, since it is just threaded along.) When
unifying two lets, the rule LET-SAME compares first the type of the
definitions, then the definitions themselves, and finally the body. In
the last case, it augments the local context with the definition on
the left (after unification, both definitions are convertible, therefore
indistinguishable).

RIGID-SAME equates the same variable, inductive type or con-
structor, enforcing that their universe instances are equal (note that
the application of the rule will fail if these new constraints are in-
consistent). The FLEXIBLE-SAME rule unifies two instances of the
same constant using a stronger condition on universe instances:
they must unify according to the current constraints and by equat-
ing rigid universe variables with flexible variables only. Otherwise
we will backtrack on this rule to unfold the constant and unify the
bodies (§4.2), which will generaly result in weaker, more general
constraints to be enforced. The last two rules (CASE-SAME and FIX-
SAME) unify matches and fixpoints, respectively. In both cases we
just unify pointwise every component of the term constructors.

TYPE-SAME
C0 = C ^ u R  C0 ✏

` ✏ C;⌃;� ` Type(u) ⇡R Type() B ` ✏ C0;⌃

PROD-SAME, LAM-SAME

⇧ 2 {�, 8}
⌃0;� ` T1 ⇡⌘ U1 B ⌃1 ⌃1;�, x : T1 ` T2 ⇡R U2 B ⌃2

⌃0;� ` ⇧x : T1. T2 ⇡R ⇧x : U1. U2 B ⌃2

LET-SAME
⌃0;� ` T ⇡⌘ U B ⌃1 ⌃1;� ` t2 ⇡⌘ u2 B ⌃2

⌃2;�, x := t2 ` t1 ⇡R u1 B ⌃3

⌃0;� `0 let x := t2 : T in t1 ⇡R let x := u2 : U in u1 B ⌃3

RIGID-SAME

h 2 V [ I [ K �1 = �0 ^ ` =  �1 |=
�0;⌃;� `0 h[`] ⇡R h[] B �1,⌃

FLEXIBLE-SAME

h 2 C �0 |= ` =  B �1

�0;⌃;� `0 h[`] ⇡R h[] B �1,⌃

UNIV-EQ

� |= i = j

� |= i = j B �

UNIV-FLEXIBLE

if _ jf 2 ` C ^ i = j |=
(` |= C) |= i = j B C ^ i = j

CASE-SAME
⌃0;� ` T ⇡⌘ U B ⌃1

⌃1;� ` t ⇡⌘ u B ⌃2 ⌃2;� ` b ⇡⌘ b0 B ⌃3

⌃0;� `0 matchT t with b end ⇡R matchU u with b0 end B ⌃3

FIX-SAME

⌃0;� ` T ⇡⌘ U B ⌃1 ⌃1;� ` t ⇡⌘ u B ⌃2

⌃0;� `0 fixj {x/n : T := t} ⇡R fixj {x/n : U := u} B ⌃2

Figure 3. Unifying terms sharing the same head constructor.

4.2 Reduction
The previous subsection considered only the cases when both terms
have no arguments and share the same constructor. If that is not the
case, the algorithm first tries first-order approximation (rule APP-
FO in Figure 4). This rule, when considering two applications with
the same number of arguments (n), compares the head element
(t and t0, using only the rules in Figure 3), and then proceeds to
unify each of the arguments. As customary, we denote multiple
applications as a spine [6], using the form t un to represent the
term (. . . (t u1) . . . un). We call t the head of the term.

If the rules in Figure 3 plus APP-FO fail to apply, then the algo-
rithm tries different reduction strategies. Except in some particular
cases, the algorithm first tries reducing the right-hand side (rules
ending with R) and then the left-hand side (rules ending with L).
Except where noted, every L rule is just the mirror of the corre-
sponding R rule, swapping the terms being unified in the conclu-
sion and applications of unification in the premises. We will often
omit the last letter (R or L), and simply write e.g., META-� when
referring to both rules.

The algorithm first tries reduction of meta-variables, using �⌃,
as described in the rules META-�. Actually, as we are going to see
in §4.5, this is what the algorithm tries prior to any other rule,
including APP-FO and the rules in Figure 3. Next, the algorithm
tries � and ⇣ one-step (weak) head reduction, rules LAM-� and LET-
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APP-FO
⌃0;� `0 t ⇡R u B ⌃1

n � 0 ⌃1;� ` tn ⇡⌘ un B ⌃2

⌃0;� ` t tn ⇡R u un B ⌃2

META-�R (META-�L)
⌃;� ` t

w �⌃ t0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t0 B ⌃0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t B ⌃0

LAM-�R (LAM-�L)

⌃;� ` t
w � t0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t0 B ⌃0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t B ⌃0

LET-PAR⇣

⌃;� ` t
w ⇣ t0

⌃;� ` u
w ⇣ u0

⌃;� ` t0 ⇡R u0 B ⌃0

⌃;� ` t ⇡R u B ⌃0

LET-⇣R (LET-⇣L)
u’s head not a let-in
⌃;� ` t

w ⇣ t0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t0 B ⌃0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t B ⌃0

CASE-◆R (CASE-◆L)
t is fix or match ⌃;� ` t #w

�◆✓ t0

t 6= t0 ⌃;� ` u ⇡R t0 B ⌃0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R t B ⌃0

CONS-�NOTSTUCKR
not ⌃;� ` is stuck (c tn) c

w � t
⌃;� ` u ⇡R t tn B ⌃0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R c tn B ⌃0

CONS-�STUCKL
⌃;� ` is stuck u c

w � t
⌃;� ` t tn ⇡R u B ⌃0

⌃;� ` c tn ⇡R u B ⌃0

CONS-�R (CONS-�L)
c

w � t
⌃;� ` u ⇡R t tn B ⌃0

⌃;� ` u ⇡R c tn B ⌃0

LAM-⌘R (LAM-⌘L)
u’s head is not an abstraction

⌃0;� ` u : U �0 = �0 [ i ✏;⌃0, ?v : Type(i)[�, y : T ]

�0;� ` U ⇡⌘ 8y : T. ?v[b�, y] B �1

�1;�, x : T ` u x ⇡⌘ t B �2

�0;⌃0;� ` u ⇡R �x : T. t B �2

Figure 4. Reduction steps attempted during unification.

⇣ respectively. In the case of ⇣-reduction, there is a special case
when both terms ⇣-reduce. In that case, the LET-PAR⇣ rule reduces
both terms.

More interesting are the cases for ��, �E and ◆ reductions.
The high level idea is that we should unfold constants carefully,
because, as mentioned in §2, by unfolding the wrong side of the
equation the algorithm may loose some solution. In the case of
a match or a fix (rule CASE-◆R), we want to be able to reduce
the scrutinee using all reduction rules, including �E-reduction, and
then (if applicable), continue reducing the corresponding branch of
the match or the body of the fix, but avoiding the �E-reduction
rule.

We illustrate this desired behavior with a simple example using
canonical structures. Consider the environment E = d := 0; c :=
d, where there is also a structure with projector proj. Suppose
further that there is a canonical instance i registered for proj and
d. Then, the algorithm should succeed finding a solution for the
following equation:

match c with 0 ) d | ) 1 end ⇡ proj ?f (2)

where ?f is an unknown instance of the structure. More precisely,
we expect the left-hand side to be reduced as

d ⇡ proj ?f

therefore enabling the use of the canonical instance i to solve ?f .

t #w
�⇣�◆ kj a

matchT t with k x ) t0 end
 ✓ matchT kj [] a with k x ) t0 end

anj #w
�⇣�◆ k b

fixj {F} a1 . . . anj  ✓ fixj {F} a1 . . . anj�1 (k b)

Figure 5. The ✓-reduction strategy.

This is done in the rule CASE-◆L by weak-head normalizing the
left-hand side using the standard �◆ rules plus a new reduction rule,
✓, which weak-head normalizes scrutinees (Figure 5). Note that we
really need this new reduction rule: we cannot consider weak-head
reducing the term using �E rule, as it will destroy the constant
d in the example above, nor restrict reduction of the scrutinee to
not include �E, as it will be too restrictive (disallowing �E in the
reduction on the l.h.s. makes Equation 2 not unifiable).

In Equation 2 we have a match on the l.h.s., and a constant
on the r.h.s. (the projector). By giving priority to the ◆ reduction
strategy over the �E one we can be sure that the projector will not
get unfolded beforehand, and therefore the canonical instance res-
olution mechanism will work as expected. Different is the situation
when we have constants on both sides of the equation. For instance,
consider the following equation:

c ⇡ proj ?f (3)

in the same context as before. Since there is no instance defined for
c, we expect the algorithm to unfold it, uncovering the constant d.
Then, it should solve the equation, as before, by instantiating ?f
with i. If the projector is unfolded first instead, then the algorithm
will not find the solution. The reason is that the projector unfolds
to a case on the unknown ?f :

c ⇡ match ?f with Constr a1 . . . an ) aj end

(Assuming the projector proj corresponds to the j-th field in the
structure, and Constr is the constructor of the structure.) Now the
canonical instance resolution will fail to see that the right-hand
side is (was) a projector, so after unfolding c and d on the left,
the algorithm will give up and fail.

In this case we cannot just simply rely on the ordering of rules,
since that would make the algorithm sensitive to the position of the
terms. In order to solve Equation 3 above, for instance, we need to
prioritize reduction on the l.h.s. over the r.h.s., but this prioritization
will have a negative impact on equations having the projector on the
left instead of the right. The solution is to unfold a constant on the
r.h.s. only if the term does not “get stuck”, that is, does not evaluate
to certain values, like an irreducible match. More precisely, we
define the concept of “being stuck” as

is stuck t = 9t0 t00. t 0..1
�E t0 ^ t0 #w

�◆⇣✓ t00 and the head
of t00 is a variable, case, fix, or abstraction

That is, after performing an (optional) �E step and �◆⇣✓-weak
head reducing the definition, the head element of the result is tested
to be a match, fix, variable, or a �-abstraction. Note that the
reduction will effectively stop at the first head constant, without
unfolding it further. This is important, for instance, when having a
definition that reduces to a projector of a structure. If the projector
is not exposed, and is instead reduced, then some canonical solution
may be lost.

The rule CONS-�NOTSTUCKR unfolds the right-hand side con-
stant only if it will not get stuck. If it is stuck, then the rule CONS-
�STUCKL triggers and unfolds the left-hand side, which is precisely
what happened in the example above. The rules CONS-� are trig-
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Rules II/III

META-SAME-SAME
⌃;� ` t ⇡⌘ u B ⌃0

⌃;� ` ?x[�] t ⇡R ?x[�] u B ⌃0

META-SAME
?x : T [ 1] 2 ⌃  1 ` � \ �0 B  2 · ` sanitize( 2) B  3

FV(T ) ✓  3 ⌃ [ {?y : T [ 3], ?x := ?y[c 3]};� ` t ⇡⌘ u B ⌃0

⌃;� ` ?x[�] t ⇡R ?x[�0] u B ⌃0

META-INSTR
?x : T [ ] 2 ⌃0 t0, ⇠1 = remove tail(t; ⇠0) t0 #w

� t00 ⌃0 ` prune(?x; ⇠, ⇠1; t
00) B ⌃1 ⌃1;� ` ⇠1 : U

t000 = �y : U{⇠, ⇠1/ ̂, y}�1. ⌃1(t
00){⇠, ⇠1/ ̂, y}�1 ⌃1; ` t000 : T 0 ⌃1; ` T 0 ⇡ T B ⌃2 ?x 62 FMV(t000)

⌃0;� ` t ⇡R ?x[⇠] ⇠0 B ⌃2 [ {?x := t000}

META-FOR
?x : T [ ] 2 ⌃0 0 < n ⌃0;� ` u u0

m ⇡⌘ ?x[�] B ⌃1 ⌃1;� ` u00
n ⇡⌘ tn B ⌃2

⌃0;� ` u u0
mu00

n ⇡R ?x[�] tn B ⌃2

META-DELDEPSR
?x : T [ ] 2 ⌃ l = [i|�i is variable and @j > i. �i = (�, u)j ]

· ` sanitize( l) B  0 FV(T ) ✓  0 ⌃ [ {?y : T [ 0], ?x := ?y[c 0]};� ` t ⇡R ?y[�l] u B ⌃0

⌃;� ` t ⇡R ?x[�] u B ⌃0

META-REDUCER

?u : T [ ] 2 ⌃0 t
w 0..1

� t0 t0 #w
�◆✓ t00 ⌃0;� ` t00 ⇡R ?u[�] tn B ⌃1

⌃0;� ` t ⇡R ?u[�] tn B ⌃1

INTERSEC-NIL

· ` · \ · B ·

INTERSEC-KEEP
 ` � \ �0 B  0

 , x := u : A ` �, t \ �0, t B  0, x : A

INTERSEC-REMOVE
 ` � \ �0 B  0 y 6= z

 , x := u : T ` �, y \ �0, z B  0

SANITIZE-NIL

⇠ ` sanitize(·) B ·

SANITIZE-KEEP

FV(T ) ✓ ⇠ FV(u) ✓ ⇠ x, ⇠ ` sanitize( ) B  0

⇠ ` sanitize(x := u : T, ) B x : T, 0

SANITIZE-REMOVE

FV(T ) 6✓ ⇠ _ FV(u) 6✓ ⇠ ⇠ ` sanitize( ) B  0

⇠ ` sanitize(x := u : T, ) B  0

Figure 6. Meta-variable instantiation.

The body of this function is the term obtained from the second
step, t00, after performing a few changes. First, all of its defined
meta-variables are normalized with respect to the meta-context
obtained in the previous step, ⌃1, in order to replace the meta-
variables with the pruned ones. This step effectively removes
false dependencies on variables not occurring in ⇠, ⇠1.

Then, the inversion of substitution ⇠, ⇠1/ ̂, y is performed.
This inversion ensures that all free variables in ⌃1(t

00) are
replaced by variables in  and y. More precisely, it replaces
every variable in⌃1(t

00) appearing only once in the image of the
substitution (⇠, ⇠1) by the corresponding variable in the domain
of the substitution ( ̂, y). If a variable appears multiple times
in the image and occur in term t00, then inversion fails.
The type of each argument yj of the function is the type Uj , ob-
tained from the j-th element in ⇠1, after performing the inver-
sion substitution (with the caveat that the substitution includes
only the j � 1 elements in y).

5. The type of t000, which now only depends on the context  , is
computed as T 0, and unified with the type of ?x, obtaining a
new meta-context ⌃2.
In the special case where t000 is itself a meta-variable of type
an arity (an n-ary dependent product whose codomain is a sort),
we do not directly force the type of the instance T 0 to be smaller
than T , which would unnecessarily restrict the universe graph.
Instead, we downcast T and T 0 to a smaller type according to
the cumulativity relation before converting them. The idea is

that, if ?x : Type(i)[�] ⇡ ?y : Type(j)[�0], the body of ?x
and ?y just has to be of type Type(k) for some k  i, j.

6. Finally, an occurs check is performed to prevent illegal solu-
tions, making sure ?x does not occur in t000.

The algorithm outputs ⌃2 plus the instantiation of ?x with t000.

First-Order Approximation: The meta-variable in the rules META-
INST only applies if the spine of arguments only have variables.
This can be quite restrictive. Consider for instance the following
equation that tries to unify an unknown function, applied to an
unknown argument, with the term 1 (expanded to S 0):

S 0 ⇡ ?f [] ?y[]

As usual, such equations have multiple solutions, but there is one
that is “more natural”: assign S to ?f and 0 to ?y. However, since
the argument to the meta-variable is not a variable, it does not
comply with HOPU, and therefore is not considered by the META-
INST rules. In an scenario like this, the META-FO rules perform a
first order approximation, unifying the meta-variable (?f in the
equation above) with the term on the l.h.s. without the last n
arguments (S), which are in turn unified pointwise with the n
arguments in the spine of the meta-variable (0 and ?y, respectively).
Note that the rule APP-FO does not subsume this rule, as it requires
both terms being equated to have the same number of arguments.

Meta-Variable Dependencies Erasure: If none of the rules above
work, the algorithm makes a somewhat brutal attempt: the rule
META-DELDEPSR chops off every element in the substitution that is
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Rules III/III

not a variable, or that is a duplicated variable. Therefore, problems
not complying with HOPU can be reconsidered. One issue with
this rule is that it fixes a solution where many solutions may exist.
Although the selected solution works most of the time, as we are
going to see in §5, it might not be the one expected by the user.

Formally, this rule first takes each position i in � such that �i is
a variable with no duplicated occurrence in �, u. The resulting list
l containing those positions is used to filter out the local context of
the meta-variable, obtaining the new context  0. After sanitizing
this context, a fresh meta-variable ?y is created in this restricted lo-
cal context, and ?x is instantiated with this meta-variable. The new
meta-context obtained after this instantiation is used to recursively
call the unification algorithm to solve the problem ?y[�l] u ⇡ t.

Eliminating Dependencies via Reduction: Sometimes the term
being assigned to the meta-variable has variables not occurring
in the substitution, but that can be eliminated via reduction. For
instance, take the following equation

⇡1(0, x) ⇡ ?g[]

It has a solution, after reducing the term on the l.h.s., obtaining the
easily solvable equation 0 ⇡ ?g[]. This is precisely what the rule
META-REDUCE does, as a last attempt to make progress.

4.3.1 Pruning
Figure 7 shows the actual process of pruning. The pruning judg-
ment is noted

⌃ ` prune(?x; ⇠; t) B ⌃0

It takes a meta-context ⌃, a meta-variable ?x, a list of variables ⇠,
the term to be pruned t, and returns a new meta-context⌃0, which is
an extension of ⌃ where all the meta-variables with offending vari-
ables in their suspended substitution are instantiated with pruned
ones.

For brevity, we only show rules for the Calculus of Construc-
tions fragment of CIC, i.e., without considering pattern match-
ing and fixpoints. The missing rules are easy to extrapolate from
the given ones. The only interesting case is when the term t is a
meta-variable ?y applied to the suspended substitution �. We have
two possibilities: either every variable from every term in � is in-
cluded in ⇠, in which case we do not need to prune (PRUNE-META-
NOPRUNE), or there exists some terms which have to be removed
(pruned) from � (PRUNE-META).

These two rules use an auxiliary judgment to prune the local
context of the meta-variable  0. This judgment has the form

 ` prune ctx(?x; ⇠;�) B  0

Basically, it filters out every variable in where � has an offending
term, that is, a term with a free variable not in ⇠, or having ?x in
the set of free meta-variables.  0 is the result of this process.

Coming back to the rules in Figure 7, in PRUNE-META-NOPRUNE

we have the condition that the pruning of context  0 resulted in
the same context (no need for a change). More interestingly, when
the pruning of  0 results in a new context  1, PRUNE-META does
the actual pruning of ?y. Similarly to the rule META-SAME, it first
sanitizes the new context  1, obtaining a new context  2, then it
ensures that the type T is valid in  2, by pruning variables outside
 2, and finally instantiates the meta-variable ?y with a fresh meta-
variable ?z, having contextual type T [ 2].

It is important to note that, due to conversion, the process of
pruning may loose solutions. For instance, consider the following
equation:

⇡1(0, ?x[n]) ⇡ ?y[]

The pruning algorithm will remove n from ?x, although another
solution exists by reducing the l.h.s., assigning 0 to ?y.

LOOKUP-CS
(pj , h, c◆) 2 �db

�1, ◆ = fresh(�0, c◆) ◆ �E �x : T . k[0] p0 v
⌃1 = ⌃0, ?y : T �1 |=  = 0 B �2

�2;⌃1;� ` p ⇡⌘ p0{?y/x} B �3;⌃2

�0;⌃0 ` (pj ,, p, h) 2?�db B �3,⌃2, ◆ ?y, vj{?y/x}

CS-CONSTR
�0;⌃0 ` (pj ,, p, c) 2?�db B �1,⌃1, ◆, c[`0] u0

�1 |= ` = `0 B �2 �2;⌃1;� ` u ⇡⌘ u0 B �3;⌃2

�3;⌃2;� ` i ⇡⌘ ◆ B �4;⌃3

�4;⌃4;� ` t0 ⇡⌘ t B �5;⌃4

�0;⌃0;� ` c[`] u t0 ⇡R pj [] p i t B �5;⌃4

CS-PRODR
�0;⌃0 ` (pj ,, p,!) 2?�db B �1,⌃1, ◆, u ! u0

�1;⌃1;� ` t ⇡⌘ u B �2;⌃2

�2;⌃2;� ` t0 ⇡R u0 B �3;⌃3

�3;⌃3;� ` i ⇡⌘ ◆ B �4;⌃4

�0,⌃0;� ` t ! t0 ⇡R pj [] p i B �4;⌃4

CS-SORTR
�0;⌃0 ` (pj ,, p, s) 2?�db B �1,⌃1, ◆, vj

�1;⌃1;� ` s ⇡R vj B �2;⌃2

�2;⌃2;� ` i ⇡⌘ ◆ B �3;⌃3

�0;⌃0;� ` s ⇡R pj [] p i B �3;⌃3

CS-DEFAULTR
�0;⌃0 ` (pj ,, p, ) 2?�db B �1,⌃1, ◆, vj

�3;⌃2;� ` t ⇡R vj B �4;⌃3

�4;⌃3;� ` i ⇡⌘ ◆ B �5;⌃4

�0;⌃0;� ` t ⇡R pj [] p i B �5;⌃4

Figure 8. Canonical structures resolution.

4.4 Canonical Structures Resolution
When an instance i of a structure is declared Canonical, COQ
will add, for each projector, a record in the canonical structures
database (�db). Each record registers a key consisting of the pro-
jector p and the head constructor h of the value for that projector in
the instance, and a value, the instance i itself. Then, at high level,
when the algorithm has to solve an equation of the form h t ⇡ p ?x,
it searches for the key (p, h) in the database, finding that ?x should
be instantiated with i.

The process is formally described in Figure 8. We always start
from an equation of the form:

t00 ⇡ pj [] p i t

where pj is a projector of a structure applied to some universe
instance , p are the parameters of the structure, i is the instance
(usually a meta-variable), and t are the arguments of the projected
value, in the case when it has product type. In order to solve this
equation the algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. First, a constant c◆ is selected from�db, keying on the projector
pj and the head element h of t00. The constant c◆ stored in the
database is a potentially polymorphic constant, so we build a
fresh instance of it (◆) and add the fresh universe levels and
constraints to the universe context. Its body is a function taking
arguments x : T and returning the term k[0] p0 v, with k the
constructor of the structure applied to a universe instance 0, p0
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Rules

– Still a mouthful.
+ Faithful to the code.
+ Modular, one could add or remove heuristics easily.
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Dealing with first-order unification

Problem: ?t ++ ?u ≈ [1; 2] ++ [3; 4].

I In general, many solutions, no m.g.u.
I Here we allow fist-order unification, so ?t := [1; 2], ?u := [3; 4]

is found.
I A most natural unifier notion? It finds the m.g.u. assuming all

constants are opaque, failing that it does one step of
reduction (according to some oracle) and starts again.
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Dealing with dependencies

A usual problem coming from dependent pattern-matching, e.g.
Ssreflect’s if:

?t[true] ≈ bool ∧ ?t[false] ≈ bool

No m.g.u. but one expects: ?t[x] := bool.
Achieved by brutal removing of dependencies of metavariables:

?t[x] :=?t′[]

Highly debatable, only necessary in cases the user or refiner made
metavariables dependent when they should not be.
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Implementation

http://github.com/unicoq plugin for Coq 8.5.

I “Easy” debugging with traces (interactive debugger in the
works)

I Not fast (yet, about 20% slower than vanilla Coq).
I No control on reduction/expansion (yet).
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Benchmarks

Tested on Ssreflect + MathComp library:

I 82kLoC, 10M+ unification problems.
I 40 lines diff (with brutal deletion of dependencies).
I Bidirectional typechecking would reduce this.

Also tested on:

I CPDT: 14 type annotations needed out of 6200 LoC, 6 if we
had bidir type-checking.

I stdlib: negligible changes but not strees testing the algorithm
much

I Lemma Overloading: one type annotation needed.
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Related work

I Higher-Order Dynamic Pattern Unification (Abel & Pientka):
uses postponment.

I Same for J. Reed, U. Norrel’s unifier for Agda and C.S.Coen’s
unifier for CIC (all idealized fragments, e.g. no δ reduction).
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Conclusion and Future Work

I First specification of unification with Canonical Structures,
Universe Polymorphism and all reductions.

I A simpler, documented and predictable unification algorithm
for Coq.

I A realistic implementation.

What’s left:

I Parameterization.
I Proofs.
I Further integration of the algorithm and bidirectional

type-checking.
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The End

That’s all folks!
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